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P R E F A C E 
The present dissertation entitled "Matrix Transformations and Sequence 
Spaces" is outcome of my research that I have been pursuing for the last 
two years, under the supervision of Prof. P.M. Khan, Department of Mathe-
matics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. This deals with a new class of 
Sequence Spaces that may be considered as generalized matrix domains and 
recent research results on the determination of their dual spaces and the 
characterization of matrix transformations between the new spaces. The 
sequence spaces will be BK spaces closely related to different concepts of 
summability such as spaces of sequences that are strongly or absolutely 
summable, strongly convergent or bounded. Further we shall deal with spaces 
of difference sequences. The vital idea is that those spaces may be consi-
dered as generalized matrix domains of triangle?» This automatically deals 
with their topological structures and in most cases, reduces the determi-
nation of their duals and the characterization of matrix mappings to well 
known results. 
This dissertation consist of four chapters. The first of which deals 
with the survey of recent results in the theory of sequence spaces in a 
fairly general class and functional analytic methods are needed to 
establish our results. 
Chapter second is devoted on the Ko'the-Toeplitz Duals of Generalized 
sets of Bounded and Convergent difference sequences. In the sequel, chapter 
third is concerned with the study that generalizes the results of Kizmaz on 
difference sequence in special cases. 
The main object of chapter four is to study the continuous duals of 
/\-strongly null and A -strongly convergent sequence for nondecreasing bounded 
sequence /\ of positive reals tending to infinity. Which is a partial 
solution of the problem proposed by Moricz. 
Towards the end, we include a comprehensive bibliography of books 
and various publications which have been referred to the present 
dissertation. 
(MD. AIYUB) 
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CHAPTER - 1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1. We shall give a survey of recent results in the 
theory of sequence spaces in a fairly general class and matrix 
transformations between them. Our main interests will be the 
topological structures of the spaces, their duals and the 
characterization of matrix mappings between them. We shall 
use modern functional analytic methods to establish our results 
The sequence spaces will be BK spaces closely related 
to different concepts of summability such as spaces of sequen-
ces that are strongly or absolutely summable, strongly conver-
gent or bounded. Further we shall deal with spaces of 
difference sequences. The vital idea is that these spaces may 
be considered as generalized matrix domains of triangles. This 
automatically deals with their topological structures and, in 
most cases, reduces the determination of their duals and the 
characterization of matrix mappings to well-known results. 
The characterization of matrix mappings will be done 
in two steps. 
Step-1. We deduce necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
infinite matrix A to map an arbitrary BK space X into a given 
space Y of our new class. This will be denoted by A e (X,Y). 
Ofcourse, these conditions involve an operator norm of some kind. 
Step-2. We choose X to be a particular one of our new spaces 
and determine its 3-dual. The conditions for A e (X,Y) are 
now obtained from those in Step 1 by replacing the operator 
norm by the natural norm on the B-dual of X. 
Thus the most important task will be to find the g-duals 
of our spaces. 
1.2. NOTATIONS AND WELL KNOWN RESULTS. In this section we shall 
introduce the notations that will be used throughout. Further 
we shall give the most important fundamental results which we 
are going to apply. 
1.2.1. The classical sequence spaces. We shall write e and 
e (n = 0,1,...) for the sequences such that e, = 1 for 
k = 0,1, and 
/ 
,(n) 
1 (k = n) 
( 
0 (k ^ n). 
We shall write w for the set of all complex sequences 
00 
X = (Xi,)i._ snd consider the following subsets of uj : 
: 3 
(]) = {x e w : X, = 0(k > k ) for some k }, all finite sequences, k o o 
c = {x e 0) : lira x, = 0}, 
k - ^ 
all sequences that converge to zero. 
c = (x e w : lira x.= i for some A e C}, all convergent sequences, 
k-xx, ^ 
11 = {x e 0) : sup |x. 1 < «>}, all bounded sequences, 
Jl = {x e w : E |xj^ | < <»}, 
k=o 
cs= (x e 0) : I X, converges}, 
k K =0 
a l l absolutely convergent s e r i e s , 
a l l convergent s e r i e s , 
bs= fx e u) : sup | ^ x | < " ' l , 
n k=o 
a l l bounded se r i e s . 
The s e t 0) i s a Fre 'chet s p a c e , i . e . a comple te l i n e a r m e t r i c 
space with r e s p e c t to the m e t r i c 
(1.2.1) iv^ki d(x,y) = I -r (x,y e u)), k=o 2"(l+|x^-yj^|) 
A complete linear subspace X of w is called an FK space if the 
metric of X is stronger than the metric of w on X. Since co-
ordinatewise convergence and convergence are equivalent on w, 
an FK space is a Frechet sequence space with continuous co-
ordinates. (The letters F and K stand for Fre'chet and Koordinate) 
A norraed FK space is called a BK space. An FK space X ID 4) is 
said to have AK if every sequence x = (x. ). _ in X has a 
unique representation 
oo 
X = I X, e^ , 
k=o 
Example 1. The set w is an FK space with respect to the metric 
in (1.2.1). Further, 
i , is a BK space with llxfL = Z |x |, 
k=o 
c , c and !^ are BK spaces with 11 x 11 ^  = sup | x, |, 
o j^  K 
n 
cs and bs are BK spaces with ||x|| = sup| Z x, |. 
n k=o 
00 
Moreover Jl, , c and cs have AK. Every sequence x = (x, ), e c 1 o k k=o 
has a unique representation 
00 
fk) X = £ e + Z X, e where £ = lim x, 
k=o k^ 
The sets l^ and bs, however, have no (Schauder) bases, (see f*bddox ("91) 
1.2.2. Generalized matrix domains. Given any infinite matrix 
00 
A = (a , ) , of complex numbers and any sequence x in w, we 
nk n,k=o *^  j ^ » 
I I I I °° 
shall write x = ( x, ), and 
' '^ k' k=o 
: 5 
k=o k=o 
(provided the series converge) and 
A(x) = (A„(x))^^^, |A|(|x|) KlAJ(|x|))^^^. 
The set c.= {x e w:A(x) e c} is called the convergence domain 
of A; more generally, for arbitrary subsets X of O), we put 
and 
X^ = {x e (JJ:A(X) e X} [17, 1.2.2 p.3] 
X^ l = {x e 0): |A|(|X|) Z X} 
We shall refer to the sets X and |X.| as the generalized and 
generalized absolute matrix domains of A, respectively. 
Let T denote a triangle throughout, i.e. 
t , = 0 k > n and t =^0 for all n 
nk nn 
Theorem 1. Let X be a BK space with respect to ||.|| and T a 
triangle. 
(a) Then X„ is a BK space v/ith respect to | | . | | where 
(1«2,2) ||x||^ = ||T(x)|| for all x z 1^. 
(b) Then |X^| is a BK space with respect to ||.||| .where 
( 1 . 2 . 3 ) l | x | | | ^ | = II | T | ( | x | ) l | for a l l x £ |X^|. 
P r o o f , ( a ) T h i s i s Theorem 4 . 3 . 2 i n [ 1 7 , p . 61] 
( b ) O b v i o u s l y , | | . | | I-r I i s ^ norm on |X_, J. F u r t h e r 
l | x ^ ' ° ^ - x | I | T | = II I T K I X ^ ^ ^ - X D I I - 0 ( m - o o ) 
impl ies 
iT^KIx^""^- x | ) = Z I t n i c l l ' ^ "^ - \ l ^ 0 ( " ' - ^ ° ° ) for a l l n, 
k=o 
s ince X i s a BK space. Thus 
Ix^"")- X I < TT—T |T Klx^""^- x j ) ->• 0 (m -^  00) for a l l n . 
' n n ' — t ' n ' ' ' 
' nn' 
Hence the norm || . | | i ^  i is stronger than the metric of U) on | X„ 
Let (x ) be a Cauchy sequence in X, hence in w by what we 
^ 'm=o J 1 
have just shown. Then there is y e w such that 
(1.2.4) x^™^ -»• y in O). 
Further, by the completeness of X, there is z e X such that 
(1.2.5) jTldx^""^!) > z in X. 
From (1.2.4), we conclude 
X, -> yi^(ni -> °°) for each fixed k, 
hence 
|T^ I(|x^ '"^ |) -^  iT^KIyl) Cm ^ - ) for all n. 
and consequently 
(1.2:6) |T|(|x^ "')|)-> |T|(|y|) in (o. 
Finally (1.2.5) and (1.2.6) together imply 
(1.2.7) z = |T|(|y|) e X i.e. y e |X^| 
This proves part (b). 
Example 2. (a) Let E be the matrix such that 
'nk ~ V 
1 (0 < k < n) 
0 (k > n) 
(n = 0,1,...). 
Then c„ and (^^)-p are the sets cs and bs of all convergent and bounded 
series and each of them is a BK space with respect to 
n 
I |x| |(jg = sup I Z Xj^|. 
n k=o 
(b) . Let T be the Cesaro matrix of order one, i.e. 
1 (0 < k < n) 
'nk 
n+1 
0 (k > n) 
(n = 0,1,...), 
Then c„ is the space of all sequences that are Cesaro summable of order 
one, and c„ is a BK space with respect to 
8 : 
1 " 
" k=o 
Further the sets 
u, = l(c^) I = {x e 0): l i m ( ^ E |xj) = 0}, 
n-x° lc=o 
a)={xEa):x-?,e£(0 for some A £ C} and 
o 
are the sets of sequences that are strongly Cesaro sumraable to zero, su«imable 
and bounded of order one. They are BK spaces with respect to the norm 
11.1 I 1^ 1 defined by 
n 
Z 
k=o 
1 " 
Further it is easy to see that w has AK and every sequence x = (x, ). _ £ to 
has a unique representation 
00 
X = ile + Z x, e^ '^  where Jl £ C is such that x-2e £ o) . 
, k o k=o 
(c) Let A be the matrix such that 
(k = n) I' \ , k = ^ -1 ^^ = "-!) (" = 0,1,...) 
0 (otherwise) 
(with the convention A , = 0 for all n). Then (2,,). is the set bv 
n,-l I'A 
of all sequences of bounded variation, and bv is a BK space with respect to 
9 : 
k=o 
1.3. THE VARIOUS SPACES. In this section, we shall deal vrLth various 
sequence spaces related to certain summability concepts. All of them are 
generalized matrix or absolute matrix domains of some triangle T and 
have recently been studied. 
1.3.1. Sets of spaces that are (N,q) sunnnable or bounded. Let q = (qj^),^^ 
be a positive sequence, Q the sequence such that Q = t Qu (k=0,l,...) 
and the matrix N defined by 
q 
r qk 
q n,k > 
We define the sets 
^ ( O ^ k j n ) 
n^ 
(k >n) 
(N.q), = (c^ )jj , 
(n = 0,1,...) 
(N,q) = c N 
and 
q 
the sets of sequences that are sumraable to zero, summable and bounded by the 
method (N,q) [2, p. 571 
Proposition 1. Each of the sets (^,q)^, (fl.q) and (N,q)^ is a BK space 
with respect to 
: 10 
1 " 
(1.3.1) llxlljj = sup IQ- I q^ Xj^ l. 
q n n k=o 
Further, if Q -> °° (n ^ °°), then (N,q) has AK, and every sequence 
00 _ 
X = (x, ), _ £ (N,q) has a unique representation 
iC K — O 
00 
(1.3.2) X = j^ e + I X, e^^^ where 8, e C is such that x-jle e (N,q) . 
k K o 
=o 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1 (a) it suffices to prove the second part of 
the proposition. 
We put 
1 " (1.3.3) T = T (x) = 7^ Z q, x, (n = 0,1,.. .) for all x e 00. 
' n n Q , k k 
^n k=o 
Let e > 0 and x £ (N,q) be given. Then we can choose a nonnegative 
integer m such that IT (x)I < £/2 for all ra > ra . Let 
" o ' ra ' — o 
xf""] = Z"" x^e^'^^ Then k=o k 
^n k=m+l 
< £/2 + £/2 for all n > m >^  m , 
and consequently ||x-x^ -"[[JT _< £ for all m >^  m . Thus 
q 
(k) (1.3.4) X = Z X, e 
k=o 
11 : 
and tht^  representation in (1.3.4) obviously unique. 
Finally let x e (N,q). Then there is Ji e C such that x - ie e (N,q) , 
and T(e) = e implies the uniqueness of jl. Thus (1.3.2) follows from 
(1.3.4). 
1.3.2. Spaces of generalized difference sequences. By |Xt we denote the 
set of all sequences u such that u, ^ 0 for all k. For any u en, 
we define the sets 
c (uA) = {x e wilim (u, (x,- x, .)) = 0} 
° k^ «> 
c(uA) = {x e wrlira ( u , ( x , - x ,_ , ) ) = I for some H c C] 
and 
AjuA) = {x e a):sup|uj^(xj^- \_-^)\ < °°} 
[11], We define the matrix T by 
' u^ (k = n) 
t . = { -u„ (k = n-1) (n = 0,1,...). 
-nk n 
0 (otherwise) 
Then X(uA) = X_ for X = c ,c,i^, and from Theorem 1 (a), we obtain 
Preposition 2. let u eU. Then each of the sets c (uA), c(uA) and 
2. (uA) is a BK space with respect to 
""""^ uA) = ^;jp|\^v v p i ^^ "^"^  M = °-
12 
Example 3. In the special case where u = e, we obtain the sets 
c^(A) = c^(eA), cCA) = c(eA) and £JA) = iJe^) 
[4] . Each of these spaces is a BK space with respect to 
Ixlln /AN = sup|x,- X. _, I where x_, = 0. 
k 
1.3.3. Spaces of sequences that are strongly summable. Let T be a 
triangle. We define the sets 
[|T|]^ = |(c^)^| = {x e a):lim( Z \t^^\\\\) = 0}, 
n-Ko k=o 
[ I T | ] = {X e a):x - le e [ | T | ] for some A e C}. 
and 
n 
N T | ] ^ = l a j ^ I = (x e a):sup( Z | t ^ k " \ l ) < "^ 
n k=o 
Proposition 3. Let T be a triangle and B = |T|. 
The sets [B] and [B]^ are BK spaces with respect to 
(1.3.5) l|x|U. = sup( E b^^lx^l) 
^ ^°o n k=o 
by Theorem 1(b) and [B] has AK, if lim b , = 0 for all k. 
•" ^ ' •• -"o n-x" nk 
Tlie inclusion [B] C [B] holds if and only if 
n 
(1.3.6) ||B|| = sup( I b^^) < CO 
n k=o 
13 : 
(|8,p38] i.e. if and only if e £ [B]^; further [B] is a Banach space with 
respect to the norm defined in (1.3.5) if and only if condition (1,3.6) 
holds ( 5 , Theorem II 3.2.2 p.50 and Theorem II 3.3.1 p.52) and [B] is 
a BK space [17, Corollary 4.2.4 p.56]. 
CD 
Finally every x = (x, ), _ e [B] has a unique representation 
00 
X = £e + I X, e^ where 2. £ C is such that x-%e £ [B] , 
k=o 
if and only if in addition to (1.3.6), we have 
n 
(1.3.7) b = lim sup ( Z b ) > 0. 
n-K» k=o "^ 
Example 4. (a) We define the matrix T as in Example 2 (b). Then 
[|T|] = (JO , [|T|] = 03 and [|T|]^ = lo^  are the sets of sequences that 
are strongly summable to zero, strongly summable and strongly bounded by 
the Cesaro method of order one. These spaces are BK spaces with respect to 
1 ^ 
00 n k=o 
[9] . 
00 
(b). Let \i = (u ) _ be an arbitrary, fixed nondecreasing sequence of 
positive reals tending to infinity. We define the matrix M by 
1/y (0 5 k < n) 
m , = < 
nk 
v.. 
(n = 0,1,...), 
0 (k < n) 
14 : 
Then the sets [M] and [M]^ are BK spaces with respect to 
1 " 
I |x| L„, = sup(— E |x I), 
L'^J«> n n k=o 
and [M] has AK [12, Theorem 1 (c)]. 
1.3.4. Spaces of sequences that are u-strongly convergent or bounded. let 
oo 
M = (U ) _ be a nondecreasing sequence of positive reals tending to 
infinity. We define the sets 
c(iJ) = {x e ii):x-le e c (u) for some £ e C} 
and 
of sequences that are U-strongly convergent to zero, convergent and 
bounded, respectively [15]. 
Proposition 4. The sets c (u), c(y) and c^(u) are BK spaces with 
respect to 
1 " 
00^^ n n k=o 
00 
Further c (y) has AK and every x = (x, ), _ e c(u) has a unique 
representation 
15 
(1.3.8) X = Jle + 2 X e^ ^ where I is such that x-ie e c (y). 
=0 
1.4. MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS. In this section, we shall give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an infinite matrix A to map an arbitrary BK 
space into the generalized or generalized absolute matrix domains of a 
triangle. Further it will turn out that the results can be deduced from 
the characterization of the classes of matrices that map an arbitrary BK 
space into l^. 
Let X and Y be subsets of w. We write (X,Y) for the class of 
all infinite complex matrices A = (a , ) , that map X into Y, i.e. 
nk n,k=o 
for which 
CO 
A (x) = E a ,x converges for all x e X and for all n=0,l,... 
n , nic ic k=o 
and 
A(x) = (A (x))°° e Y for all x e X. 
^ n^  '^n=o 
Obviously A e (X,Y) if and only if XCIY. 
A subset X of (jj is said to be normal, if x e X and |y, | <_ Ix, I 
for all k together imply y e X. 
Theorem 2. [17, Theorem 1.4.4. p.8]. Let A be an infinite matrix and 
T a triangle. 
(a) Then, for arbitrary subsets X and Y of w, A £ (X,Y™) if and only if 
TA G (X,Y). 
16 
(b) For every in = 0,1,..., let N be a subset of the set (0,1,... ,m}, 
00 
N = (N ) and//the set of all such sequences N. Further for all 
^ in ra=o 
N N e js/' we define the matrix S by 
S^ = Z t A , i.e. s^ , = E t a , (m,k = 0,1,...). 
m ^^^ mn n' mk ^^^ mn nk 
m m 
Then for arbitrary subsets X of w and for any normal set Y of sequences, 
A £ (X,1Y I) if and only if S^ £ (X,Y) for all sequences N in ^ Z" . 
(c) Let X be an FK space with basis (e^ ^ ) , _ and Y either of the 
spaces c or c . Then A e (X,Y) if and only if A £ (X,Jlj„) and 
ACe^*^^) £ Y for all k. 
(d) If X is a BK space, then A e (X,£^) if and only if 
sup||A II* < 0° where ||A ||*= sup{|A (X)|:||X|| £ 1} (n=0,l,...). 
n 
Proof, (a) We put C = TA, i.e. c , = E" t a , (ra,k = 0,1,...). 
^ ^ ^ ' mk n=o mn nk ^ ^ 
First, let A £ (X,Y„). Since T is a triangle and A (x) converges 
for all X £ X and for all n = 0,1,..., 
(1.4.1) C^(x) = (TA) (x) = T (A(x)) for all x £ X and for all m=0,l,... 
and consequently C (x) converges for all x and for all m. Further 
identity (1.4.1) and A(x) £ Y„ for all x £ X together imply 
C(x) = T(A(x)) £ Y for all x £ X. Thus C £ (X,Y). 
: 17 
Conversely let C e (X,Y). We use induction to show that A (x) 
n 
converges for all x e X and for all n = 0,1 First t 9^  0 and 
00 
the convergence of C (x) for all x E X together imply the convergence 
of the series 
00 
A (x) = - ^ E c , x, = -r- C (x) for all x £ X. 0 t , ok k t o 
00 k=o 00 
Now we assume that for some n ^  0 the series A^Cx) (0 _< jl _< n) converge 
for all X e X. Since C ,(x) converges for all x e X, the series 
C„,i(x)-J^t^,l,,A^(x)=J^(TA)^^^^,Xk-J^Vi,,Aj^(x) 
00 n+1 °° n 
k=o Jl=o k=o S,=o 
00 
= 2 t , ,a i , x i = t 1 ,A i(x) 
, n+1,n+1 n+l,k^k n+1,n+1 n+T ^ k=o 
converges for all x e X, and t , i ^  ^  implies the convergence of 
A iCx) for all x e X. Finally, as in the first part of the proof, 
C(x) e Y for all x e X implies T(A(x)) e Y for all x e X. Thus 
A e (X,Y^). 
(b) First let A e (X,|Y^|). Then the convergence of A (x)(n=0,1,..) 
N for all x e X implies the convergence of S (x) for all m = 0,1,..., 
18 : 
N EAT and x e X. We put y = | T ! ( | A ( X ) | ) . Then A(x) e |Y^|, i . e . 
y e Y, and 
OO CO 
|S^(x)| = I E s \ x , I = I S t 2 a .X, I 
' m^  ' ' ', ink k' ' „ mn , nk k ' k=o neN k=o 
m 
_< |y I (in = 0 , 1 , . . . ) for a l l N z;^ 
together imply 
S^(x) e Y for all N e K 
by the normality of Y. Thus ^ e (X,Y) for all N £//. 
Conversely, let S e (X,Y) for all N ejvT. Then the series S (x) con-
verge for all m, N ejvl and x e X, in particular for N = ({m}) _ , the 
N 
series S (x) = t A (x) converge, hence A (x), since t ^ 0 . Further 
m mm m " m^ ' mm 
let X e X be given. For every m = 0,1, we choose the set N 
•^  m 
such that 
I S. . t A (x)| = max | E t A (x)I. 
^,,(o; mn n ., .„ ,' ,, mn n ' 
neN^ N c{0,...,m}neN 
m m ' ' m 
Then by a well-known inequality [16 , p.33] 
y^ < 4. If s t A Cx)| = 4.|S (x)| 
•'m — ' .,(o) mn n^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ 
m 
,N(°) 
By hypothesis, S e Y, and the normality of Y implies y=|T| (JA(x) | )eY, 
: 19 
i.e. A(x) e |Yrp|. Thus we have shown A e ( X , | Y „ | ) . 
(c) Let A e (X.il^). Then obviously A e (X,Y) for Y = c ,c and 
A(x) e Y for all x e X implies A(e^^^) e Y for all k. 
We shall show the converse part only in the case Y = c. The proof for 
Y = c is exactly the same. 
0 
(k) Let A e (X,2-^) and A(e^ ) e c Then the series A (x) converge for 
all x and n. Let x £ X and £ > 0 be given. Since X and i^ are 
FK spaces, the map f:X ->• i^ defined by f(x) = A(x)(x e X) is continuous 
[17 , Theorem 4.2.8, p.57]. Thus there is beighbourhood N of x such 
that 
(1.4.2) ||f(x-y)||^ < e/2 for all y e N. 
fk) °° Since (e )^_ is a basis for X, we can choose an integer m and 
uniquely determined complex numbers X ,...,X such that for 
^ •' ^ o m 
k=o k 
(1.4.3) x^™^ e N. 
We put L = lim A (e^ '^ )^ for k = 0,l,...,m and L = 1+z!" I A, I 
Then there is an integer n such that 
(1.4.4) max |A (e^^^)-L I < e/2L for all n > n . 
o<k<m 
: 20 : 
From (1.4.2), (1.4.3) and (1.4.4), we conclude 
k=o k:=o 
< ||f(x-xf'"b|L+ I Z X^(A^(e^^> -SiJ\ 
k=o 
< e/2 + e/2 for all n > n , 
— o' 
hence A(x) e c. 
(d) First we assume sup |JA || < °°. Then A (x) converges for 
all X and n. Further 
lA (x)|^ sup||A|| for all n and for all IIx|I £ 1. 
This implies A(x) = (A (x)) E i for all x £ X. 
Conversely, let A e (X'^ o^o)* T^^^ the map f. :X ^  8,^  defined by 
is continuous, hence there is a constant M such that 
||A^(x)|| lM||x|| for all x and for all n. 
This implies sup ||A1| _< M. 
Example 5. From Theorem 2, we conclude 
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(a) A e (x,(N,q)^) if and only if 
supll^ Z q^Ajl <co; 
ra Tn n=o 
(b) A e (X,[M]J if and only if 
1 I I * 
sup( max ||— Z A^|| ) < oo. 
m N Clo,...,m} m neN 
m m 
(c) If (e^^hT is a basis for X, then A e (X,c(u)) if and only if 
^ ^ ^ k=o 
sup ( max 11^ I ( ^ V V l V p l l ^ ^ CO 
m N c:{o,... ,m} m neN 
m m 
and there is a uniquely determined sequence (il|,)i,_ of complex numbers 
such that 
m-x» m n=o 
for each k = 0,1,... 
1.5. THE DUAL SPACES. In this section, we shall give the 3-duals of the 
spaces defined in Section 1.3. There is no general method to determine 
the duals of generalized and generalized absolute matrix domains. The 
conditions for A e (X,Y) where X is one of the spaces defined in 
Section 1.3 are easily deduced by replacing the norm ||.|| in the general 
22 
o 
theorem by the corresponding conditions defining the dual X . 
Given two sequences x and y we shall write xy = (x^ Yj^ ). _ • Por 
any two subsets X and Y of o), we put 
M(X,Y) = Q^ x~^*Y = (a e w:ax e Y for all x e X} [17 ,pp.62 & 64]. 
In particular, the sets 
X°' = M(X,«^) and X^ = M(X,cs) 
are called the a-and 6-duals of X. 
For instance, 
c = 3,,, c = jl, cs = bv, bv = cs 
([17 , Theorem 7.3.5(v) and (iii)] for cs and bv ). 
Let X be a normed space. Then we write X for the continuous 
dual of X with the norm 
||f||*= sup {|f(x)|:Ilx|| £ 1} for all f e X*. 
If X c w is a normed space and a e w, then we shall write 
00 
||a||*= sup{| I a^ Xj^ |:||x|| < 1}. 
k=o 
23 
The following results are well known 
Theorem 3. (a) Let X and Y be BK spaces with X P (|). Then M(X,Y) 
is a BK space with respect to 
Hall = sup{|laxllY:||x||^ < l) (a eM(X.Y)). 
In particular, X and X are BK spaces with respect to 
a| I = sup{ Z |aj^ x I: | |x| | < 1} (a e X ) 
and 
n g 
j |af |=sup{sup| Z aj^ xj^ l: \\x\\^<l} (a e X^) 
n k=o 
[17 , Theorem 4.3.15, p.64] 
S * (b) Let X be a BK space such that X :p ct). Then X c: X in the following 
sense: The map 
6 * 
u -^  u:X ^ C 
X -> u(x) = Z u X (x e X) 
=o 
is an isomorphism into X . If X has AK, then the map is onto X 
[17 , Theorem 7.2.9, p.107]. 
(c) Let X be a BK space and T a triangle. Then f e (X„) if and only if 
24 
f = g o T for some g £ X* 
[17 , Theorem 4.4.2, p.66]. 
1.5.1. The duals of the spaces (N,q) , (N,q) and (N,q)^. In this section 
o 
we shall give the 3-duals of the sets (IT.q) , (N,q) and (N.q)^^. 
00 
Theorem 4. Let q = (q. ). _ be a positive sequence and Q the sequence 
such that Q = E, q, (n = 0,1,...). We write 1/q for the sequence 
00 (1/q ) , and put 
^ n^ n=o 
00 
M^= il^ (QA) = {a e 0): Z Qj^ la^ -^ a^^J < »}, 
k=o 
^^= (l/q)-l*(M^ n (Q'^nj) 
°° a, a, , 
= {a e w: Z Q, |— - -^^\ < «> and Qa/q e i j , 
k=o " '^ k \+l 
^ = (1/q) '*(Mjn (Q '*c)) 
and 
Then 
= (a e u): Z Q |— - -=^i^| < <» and Qa/q e c} 
k=o ^ \ \+l 
K „ = (1/q) ^ MM^n (Q ^* c^)) 
= {a e 0): Z Q |— - - * ^ | < oo and Qa/q e c } 
k=o ^ \ \+l ° 
(N,q)^=:;/^, (N,q)^ = / and (N.q)^ =K"„ 
CMAFTER - 2 
KOTHE-TOEPLITZ DUALS OF GENERALIZED SETS OF 
BOUNDED AND CONVERGENT DIFFERENCE SEQUENCES 
2.1. Introduction. In this chapter we study the results of Malkowsky on 
Kothe-Toeplitz Duals [11] which extends the definitions of the sets £^(A), 
c(A) and c (A) by Kizmaz [4] and S (A) by Choudhary and Mishra [1] 
and determine the a-and 3-duals of the new sets. 
CO 
We shall write cu for the set of all complex sequences x = (\)u_i > 
H , c and c for the sets of all bounded, convergent and null sequeii>-i_i, 
00 O 
respectively, cs and £, for the sets of all convergent and absolutely 
convergent series. By e and e (n = 1,2,...), we denote the sequences 
such that e, = 1 (k = 1,2,...) and e^"^ = 1, ef"^ = 0 (k ?^  n). k 7 7 / ^ ' k 
For all sequences z and for all subsets Y of w, we put 
z * Y = {x e aj:zx = (z, x, ), , e Y}. 
^ k k'^ k=l 
If X is a subset of u), then the sets 
'^= x9x (^'^  * ^ l) -d ^^ = x& (^'' * ^ >^ 
are called the a-and B-duals of X. 
We define the linear operators A, A :u) ->• w by 
: 26 
k-1 
OO OO _1 _J 00 00 
and for any subset X of w, we shall write 
X(A) = (x e a):Ax e X}. 
Let U be the set of all sequences u such that u, 4 0 (k - 1,2,...)-
Given u e U we define the sets 
X(u;A) = (u"^ * X)(A) = {x e ^ ^^ Cuj^ Cxj^ -Xj^ j^))^ !^ e X}. 
For u = (kP)^^j C P > 1). 
c^(u;A) = Sp(A) = (x e a):kP(Xj^ -Xj^ P^ > 0 (k-> -)} [i] 
and for u = e 
c(u;A) = c(A) and c^(u;A) = c^(A) [4]. 
In [1], Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the a-and 3-duals of S (A) were given. 
It seems that the converse parts of the proofs [1 , pp. 144 and 145] do not 
hold, since for x defined by 
J k-1 ^ 
X, =77 Z — (k=l,2,...) for N > 1 fixed, k N . , .p ^ . 1 / 
J=l J 
obviously x ?! S (A). 
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Here we shall give the a-and 6-duals for X(u;A) in the cases where X 
is any of the sets jl , c or c . Further we shall give sufficient 
conditions for 
a>;A))^= (c^(u;A))^ and aju;A))^ f(c^(u;^)f. 
Proposition 1. Let u e U. Then the sets c (u;A) c(u;A) and Ji^(u;A) 
are BK spaces with respect to the norm | |. ]1 defined by 
I|x|| = sup \\_i(\_i-\')\ where u^ = 1 and x^= 0. 
k>l 
CO 
Proof of Proposition 1. We define the matrix A = (a , ) ^_Tby 
n y K n J K— i 
/ 
- V i ^^ = "> 
\k= < 
V, 
u _, (k = n - 1) (n = 1»2,...)' 
Then, if X is any of the BK spaces Z , c and c (with respect to 
l|y|loo ~ "^P|<->1 I^if I ^ ' ^^ obviously have X(u;A) = X. = (x e wrAx = 
OO 00 
(Z, , a T^x, ) _^  e X , and the conclusion is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem A.3.12, p.63 in [17]. 
2.2. The a-and 3-dual8 of fi,^(u;A), c(u;A) and c (u;A). In the sequel, we 
shall always assume that u is an arbitrary, fixed sequence in U. For 
OO 
u e U, we shall write 1/u = (1/u, ), _,. Obviously 
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(2.2.1) c^(u;A) c:c(u;A) c8 - Ju ;A) 
and 
(2.2.2) (u"-^  * X)" = (l /u)~^ * x" f o r a l l X c w . 
1 oo 
Theorem 1.[11]. Let u e U and q = ("r^)^ i • 
k 
(a) We put 
00 k-1 
.-1 x-1 
Then 
M^= (A q) ' * 2^ = {a e w: Z |a^ l E q < «, }. 
k=l j=l 
(c^ (u;A))°' = (c(u;A))°' = (£ju;A))"= M^ .^ 
(b) We put 
-1 -1 ^-^ -1 
M ^ = (1/A q) *^„,= (a e w:sup(|a, |( I q.) ') < -} 
k^2 ^ j=l J 
'Then 
(c^(u;A)) = (c(u;A)) = (£ju;A)) = M^^ 
Proof of Theorem 1.[11]- (a) Let a e M . Given x e £^(u;A) there is a 
constant M such that |Ax, | £ Mq, (k = 1,2,...). Since obviously 
M C 8,,, we have 
a 1 
00 00 k—1 00 00 k—1 °0 
k=l " •" k=l ^ j=l J J+^ '- k=l •" k=l *" j=l J ^ k=l " 
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hence a e U„,(u;A)) . Thus 
(2.2.3) n^(Z(lJu^,^)f. 
00 
Conversely let a 0 M . Then there is a sequence (k(s)) _ of integers 
k(s+l)-l k-1 
1 = k(0) < k(l) < ... such that M(s) = E |a. | 2 q. >; s+1 (s=0,l,..), 
k=k(s) •" j=l J 
We define the sequence x by 
s-1 k(ilfl)-l k-1 
1^, = ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ + ^ ^ n^ (k(s) < k < k(s+l)-l; s = 0,1,...). 
^ l=o ^+^ j=k(i) J ^+^ j=k(s) J 
Then 
k I |Ax I = - ^ (k(s) 1 k _< k(s+l)-l; s = 0,1,...), i.e. x e c^(u;A). 
On the other hand, for s = 0,1,..., we have 
k(s+l)-l k(s+l)-l s-1 , k(Ul)-l , k-1 , . 
Z |a, X, 1= Z |a, |( Z 0-^ - ^ q •+-Tf ^ q . ) > ^ ^ > l , 1 1 /' N k k' , , / N k' 0 _ il+l . , ,.s ^j s+1 ... . ^ j ' — s+1 — k=k(s) k=k(s) X=o J=k(Jl) -^  J=l<(s) -^  
i.e. ax ?! S,^ . Thus 
(2.2.4) (c^(u;A))°'c M^. 
Now part (a) follows from inclusions (2.2.1), (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), and the 
well-known fact that X ci Y implies X"^) Y". 
-1 k (b) We put yj^  = Xj^ ^^  and Vj^ = A qj^ ^^  = Z ^ ^ q (k = 1,2,...). 
: 30 : 
Obviously x e M if and only if y e v * £, . Putting \_^= ai^(k=2,3,.). 
we conclude a e (M ) if and only if b e (v * £,) . Since v e U, by 
(2.2.2) (v~-^  * i^f = (1/v)"^ * il" = (1/v)"-^ * l^. This proves part (b). 
R fi ft 
For the determination of (X,(„(u;A)) , (c(u;A)) and (c (u;A)) , we 
shall need some more results: 
Leimna 1. Let (P ) be a sequence of nondecreasing positive reals. Then 
y e cs implies 
CD y 
lim (P^  Z ^ ± ^ ) = 0. 
n-^ k=l n+k 
Proof of Lemma 1. In view of Lemma 3 in [4], we may assume (P ) e 1 , 
hence P = lim P > 0 exists by hypothesis. Applying Abel's summation 
by parts we conclude 
m , 
y , ^ m k ^ ^ m 
, S,—= = E { S y . i ) A rr + T; Z y. ' , for a l l m and n. k=l P . , / . / n + j - r P , P 1 , 1 n+k-1 
n+k k=l j= l -J n+k n+ra+1 k=l 
Fix n. Then 
-. m , n+m-1 ^ <» 
m^ oo n+m+1 k=l m-»«> n+m+l k=n k=n 
Further, if we put 
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n+k-1 
M = sup I T. y . I < «>, 
n.k j=n ^ 
then 
m k m , 
^ I ^  V i 1 1^ p - ^ 1 M Z A — i - = M ( / - - -p-i ) for all m 
k=l j=l ""^ J "^ n+k k=l n+k n+1 n+ra+1 
implies 
00 k 
^ I ^ y n + i - i l ^ p ^ ^ ^ ( p ^ - i ) ' 
k=l j=l "^J ^  n+k n+1 
From this, we conclude the convergence of 
Now 
00 y 
V n+k-1 c , T 
L — for n = 1,2,... 
k=l n+k 
00 y p p p 00 
0 i Pj S -f^\ 1 M ( ^ _ yi) + yL| z yj for n = 1.2, 
k=l n+k n+1 k=n 
and 
OD 
I V P P °° 0 < lim(P Z -^  n+k-11 ^  , w T . / _ n _ "N , i • i v i r. 
— n', , —r ) < M lim(T^  - 77-) + lim Z y, = 0. 
n-Ko k=l P '^  — P , P ', •'k' r p 
n+k n-x» n+1 n-x» k=n 
Corollary 1. Let (P ) _, be a sequence of nondecreasing positive reals. 
-1 -1 00 
Then a e (P ) * cs implies R e (P ) * c where R = Z, -a, (n=l,2,..), 
^ n^ ^ ^ n^ 0 n k=n+l k ' > y 
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Proof of Corollary 1. Put 7], = Pj, ia. , (k = 1,2,...) in Lemma 1. 
oo 
(!>)rollary 2. Let (P ) be a sequence of nondecreasing positive reals. 
Put P = 0. Then (a ,P ) e cs if and only if (R AP ,) e cs and 
o n+1 n' •' ^ n n-1 
(R iP ) e c . 
n+1 n^ o 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let (a ,? ) e cs. Then (R ,P ) e c by 
' n+1 n' n+1 n' o •' 
(!k)rollary 1. Abel's summation by parts yields 
E a, ,,P, = - Z R, AP, , - R ,P (n = 1,2,...), hence (R AP ,)ecs. 
, 1 k+1 k , , k k-1 n+1 n ^ » . /. v ^  ^_-^^ k=l k=l 
•^Phe converse part is trivial. 
nil 1 1 1 ^ + Theorem 2.111J Let u e U, q = ( — ), , , and c denote the set of a l l 
' ^ ^'u ' k=l 0 k 
positive null sequences. For every sequence v, we put 
Mg(v) = {a e (jJ:aA~ (vq) e cs and R"^  e Jt,} 
oo k-1 oo 
={a e 0): Z a, Z v .q . converges and E |R.q, [ < °°} 
k=l " i=l J J k=l " ^ 
(a) We put Mg ^ = Mg(e). Then 
£ > ; A ) ) ^ = Mg^^. 
and if Uj^  > 0 (k = 1 ,2 , . , . ) , then (c(u;A))^ = (« Ju ;A) )^ . 
(b) We put 
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Ttien 
vec 
o 
CC^(U;A))^ = Mg^^. 
(c) If q e Jlj, then 
(2.2.5) a j u ; A ) ) ^ = (c^(u;A))^. 
(2.2.6) ( U " ; A ) ) ^ /"(c (u;A))^. 
If ^. d i , then either of the cases in (2.2.5) or (2.2.6) may occur. 
00 
Proof of Theorem 2. (b) Let a e 11^  . Then obviously a e cs 
(choose V = qe ), and 
n n-1 n-1 n 
(2.2.7) E a X = - E Ax,R,+ R I Ax + x Z a. (n=l,2,:..) for all x. 
k=l ^^ k=l " " " k=l •" ^ k=l *" 
Let x e c (u;A). Then there is a sequence v £ c such that 
|A\! £ "^lAxr C^ ^^  1.2,...), and Rq £ il implies RAx £ I d cs. Further, 
by Corollary 1, aA (vq) £ cs implies 
(2.2.8) RA~\vq) £ c , 
hence 
: 34 
n-1 
(2.2.9) lim (R Z Ax ) = 0. 
n ^ " k=l ^ 
o 
From (2.2.7), we have ax e cs, i.e. a e (c (u;A)) . 
Conversely, let a e (c (u;A)) . Then ax e cs for all x e c (u;A). 
Since e £ c (u:A), a e cs. Let v e c be given. Then 
o o 
x = A (vq) £ c (u;A), and consequently aA~ (vq) £ cs. Now Corollary 1 
yields (2.2.8) for all v £ c"*". Thus (2.2.9) holds for all x £ c (u;A). 
From (2.2.7), we obtain RAx £ cs. Since x £ c (u;A) if and only if 
—1 R —1 
y = uAx £ c , this implies R £ q * c = q * i-, , i.e. Rq £ £, . 
(a) The proof of part (a) is the same as that of part (b) with the sequences 
v £ c replaced by the sequence e. 
p 
(c) First we assume q £ £.. Let a £ (c (u:A)) CZ cs. Thus R £ c 
1 ^ o o 
and -1 consequently Rq £ H,. Further R ,A q i = R , Z, , q, -> 0 (n ^  <») 
•^  1 n+1 ^n+1- n+1 k=l k^ ^ 
Applying Corollary 2 with P = A q ,(n=l,2,...)we obtain aA q £ cs, 
p 
hence a £ (l^(u (u;(A)) . Thus equality (2.2.5) holds. 
Now we assume q £ H^i-, • Then there is a strictly increasing sequence 
(k(s))"'_ of integers such that k(s+l)-k(s) >; 2 and Q = Z, ^^^~^ S—o s k—i 
2 
q, > (s+1) (s = 0,1,...). We define the sequence a by 
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\ = 
-1/Qg (k = k(s)) 
l/Qg (k = (k(s)+l) (s = 0,1,...). 
0 (otherwise) 
Then 
r 
R = 
n 
1/Q^  (n = k(s)) 
0 (otherwise) (s = 0,1,...), 
Since q e %^, there is a constant M such that |q, | £ M (k 
and consequently 
= 1,2,...), 
2 \\^A IM Z |R I <M Z - ^ 
k=l ^^ k=l •" 8=0 (S+I)'' 
< <». I.e. 
(2.2.10) Rq e Aj C cs. 
We define the matrix B = (b . ) _ , , by 
S,K S—0,K—i 
s,k 
\l% (1 1 k < k(s)-l) 
0 (otherwise) (s = 0,1,...). 
Then B defines a regular summability method [2, Theorem 12, p.57]. Thus 
1 ^^^'^-^ -1 + 
's^"^ = Q" Ji, V k = \ ( s ) ^ ^^^)k(s) " 0 ^"-^) f°^ ^ ^^ " ^  "o' 
hence 
(2.2.11) RA (qv) e c for all v z z". 
^ o 0 
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By (2.2.10) and (2.2.11), Corollary 2 with P^ = A \qv)^ 1 ^  " = 1.2,...) 
.B yields aA (qv) e cs for all v e c . Hence a £ (c (u;A)) . On the 
other hand 
"^ s^ ^^  "= \(s)^ ^"^Hs) = ^  ^ "^  V ^^ n = 0 (" '^  ^(s)) for s = 0,1,..., 
R R 
hence a ?! (2.^(u;A))^ by Corollary 2 and part (b). Thus a £ (c (u;A))^ \ 
(8-Ju;A))^ and (2.2.6) holds. 
Finally we consider the case p ?f l^. First let q, = 2 (k = 1,2,...). 
o 
If a E (c (u;A)) , then Rq £ J, d c by part (b), hence 
|R A -^q I = |R Z 2 I < R 2" > 0 (n ^  «>). 
k=l 
Thus a £ (£^(u;A))^ by Corollary 2, and equality (2.2.5) holds. 
Now let 
/^m (k = 2ra) 
•^k =< 
We 
1 (k = 2ra+l) (in = 0,1,2,...). 
.-1 put Q, = 1 and Q = A q (n >^  2) and define the sequence a by 
-1/Q2n,_i (k = 2m-l) 
\ = 
1/Q 2m-l (k = 2m) (m = 1,2,..,), 
Then 
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1 
R = <^  
n 0 
(n = 2m+l) 
(k = 2m) (m = 0 , 1 , . . . ) , 
and consequently 
^ Ki q. = ^ TT^— ^ ^ i - < oo i . e . Rq e 5,, c c s . 
k=l m=o ^2ra+l in=o 2 
As in the first part of the proof of part (c), 
RA (qv) e c for all v e c"*". 
Again this implies a £ (c (u;A)) . On the other hand 
R o . . / " ^ q 2m+l ^2m+l " Q_ , , i^ k ^2m+l 
^2m+l k=l 
, 2ra+l 
'2m+l 
hence a ^ ( £ j u ; A ) ) ^ . Thus a e (c^(u;A))^ \ ( J l J u ; A ) ) ^ and ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) h o l d s . 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, we o b t a i n : 
Corol lary 3 . For p >; 0, l e t Uj^  = k^ (k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , Then 
B 6 <» k-1 J °° \ 
(i (u;A)) = (c(u;A)) = {a £ w: Z a, Z — converges and Z |—| < «>} . 
k=l ^ j=l jP k=l kP 
In the case p = 0, this yields 
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(jiJA))^ = (c(A))^ = {a e w: Z ka converges and E |R, | < <»} 
k=l k=l 
[4, Theorem 2.1], 
Further we have 
(S (A))^ = (c (u;A))^ = (ljn',h)f for p > 1 
and for 0 < p £ 1, 
(Sp(A))^= (c^(u;A))^ 
<» k-1 V. + °° \ 
= {a e 0): Z a, Z _ji converges for all v e c and E |—| < 0°} 
k=l ^ j=l jP ° k=l kP 
in particular 
(S^(A))^= (c^(A))^ 
00 k-1 00 
= {ae(jo:Za, Ev. converges for all v e c and Z |R, | < oo} . 
k=l ^ j=l J ° k=l " 
CHAPTER - 3 
GENERALIZED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
3.1. Introduction. In this chapter we discuss the sequence spaces 
£^(A ), c(A ) and c (A ), (ra e N) where for instance ii^ (A ) = {x=Cx, ); 
(A'"X. ) e ZJ, defined by Mikail ET and Rifat Colak [14] and give some 
topological properties, inclusion relations of these spaces and compute 
their continuous and Kothe-Toeplitz duals. Furthermore we give charac-
terization of some matrix classes related to these sequence spaces. This 
study generalizes some results ofET [13]and Kizmaz [4] in special cases. 
Let £ , c, and c be the linear spaces of bounded, convergent and 
null sequences x = (x, ) with complex terras, respectively, norraed by 
||x||^ = sup |x I 
k "^  
where k e N = {1,2,...}, the set of positive integers. 
Kizmaz [4] defined the sequence spaces 
£JA) = {x = (xj^ ): Ax e Ij, 
c(A) = {x = (\)' Ax £ c}, 
c (A) = {x = (x, ): Ax e c }, 
o k o 
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where Ax = (Ax, ) = (x, - x, , ) , and showed that these are Banach spaces 
with norm 
IxJ + ||Ax||„. 
After then Et [13] defined the sequence spaces 
lJ^'^) = {x = (X^)'A\ e ij. 
c(A^) = {x = Cxj^ ):A^ x e c}, 
c (A^) = {x = (x, ):A^ x e c } 
o ^ k 0^  
2 2 
where A x = (A x. ) = (Ax,- Ax, , ) , and showed that these are Banach 
spaces with norm 
||x|l^ = |xj + IX2I + llA^xll^. 
Now we define 
AJA"") = {X = (XJ^):A'"X e I J , 
c(A ) = {x = (x, ):A'"X e c}, 
c (A"") = (X = (x, ):A\ e c } 0 k o 
where m e N, A°x = (xj^ ), Ax = (xj^ - Xj^^^, A \ = (A^ Xj^ ) = (A™" Xj^ -A™~ Xj^ ^^ ) 
and so that 
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A V = E (-1)^ ("')x. . 
k *• ^ ^v k+v 
v=o 
It is trivial that S,^ (A ), c(A ) and c (A ) are linear spaces. 
It is also easy to show that these sequence spaces are normed spaces with 
norm 
m 
(3.1.1) ||x|L = I |x I + | | A M 1 ^ . 
i=l 
oo 
Throughout the chapter we write E, for Z, , and lira for lim ^ ^. 
Theorem 1. [14]. The sequence spaces jl (A ), c(A ) and c (A ) are 
Banach spaces with norm (3.1.1). 
Proof. Let (x ) be a Cauchy sequence in 5, (A ), where x = (x.) = 
GO 2. 
(Xj.x^,...) e iiJA"") for each s e N. Then 
m 
llx'-x^||^= S |x^-xj| ^ s u p l A ^ ^ - x ^ ) ! - 0 
i=l k 
as s,t ->• °°. Hence we obtain 
s 1 2 
as s,t -*• «>, for each k e N. Therefore (x, ) = (x, ,x. ,...) is a Cauchy 
sequence in C, the set of complex numbers. Since C is complete, it 
is convergent. 
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lim x^ = x^ 
s 
say, for each k e N. Since (x ) is a Cauchy sequence, for each E > 0, 
there exists N = N(e) such that ||x^- x^|L < e for all s,t >_ N. 
Hence 
m m 
Z |x^ - x^ l < £ and \'l (-if C')(xl^ - x^^ ) I < £ 
. ' 1 1 — ' ^ '' ''v^ k+v k+v ' — 
1=1 V=0 
for all k e N, and for all s,t >_ N. So we have 
ra ra 
l i ra Z l x . - x . | = Z l x . - x . | < e 
t 1=1 1=1 
and 
. m , s _ t . I I AHI/ s l i m | A % ^ - x ^ ) | = |A" ' (x^ -x^) ! < £ 
for a l l s >; N. This implies that | |x^-x| |^ < 2£ for a l l s >; N, that 
i s , X -^  X as s ^ «> where x = (x, ) . 
Since 
\h\ I = I Z (-1)^ ("•)x^ I 
' k' ' ^ -' W k+v' 
v=o 
n i .T HI 
= Z ( 1) ( )(x, - x, + x, ) I ^ ^ ^v^^ k+v k+v k+v'' 
v=o 
< I (-1) ( )(x, - X, ) + Z (-1) ( )x, ) 
— „ ^ ' W ^ k+v k+v'' ' "^  ^ ^v' k+v' 
v-o v=o 
< | | x ' ~ x | | , + \ts\l\ = 0 ( 1 ) 
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we obtain xe I (A ). Therefore il^ (A ) is a Banach space. 
It can be shown that c(A ) and c (A ) are closed subspaces of 
i (A^). Therefore these sequence spaces are Banach spaces with norm (3.1.1). 
Now we give some inclusion relations between these sequence spaces. 
Lemma 1. i) C^CA"") C^C^CA"^^), 
ii) c(A'")cZc(A'"+l), 
iii) JlJA'")c:ilJA'"+l) 
and the inclusions are strict. 
Proof. Let x e c (A™). Since 
o^  ' 
1^  \l = l^ \- \^.r 
< |A\| + |A\^J ^ 0, (k >oo) 
we obtain x e A'""''\C^). Thus C^CA") C C (A'"'^^). This inclusion is 
strict since the sequence x = (k™), for example, belongs to c (A™"'' ), 
but does not belong to c (A ). 
The proof of (ii) and (iii) is similar to that of (i). 
Lemma 2. i) C^(A'") <Z. C(A'") 
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ii) c(A ) C £JA ) 
and the inclusions are strict. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1. 
Furthermore, since 5, (A ), c(A ) and c (A ) are Banach spaces 
with continuous coordinates, that is, ||x-x||-»-0 implies |x, -x. j -»• 0 
for each k e N, as s ->• °°, they are also BK-spaces. 
Remark. o^o^ A ), c(A ) and c (A ) need not to be sequence algebra. We 
give a counterexample. It is well-known that c is a sequence algebra. 
Let X = (k), y = (k™""^). Clearly x.y e c (A™), x.y i c (A™) for m ^  2. 
Let us define the operator 
D:l CA") > £ CA*") 
as Dx = (0,0 x .,x „,...), where x = (x, ,x„,x„,...). It is trivial 
that D is a bounded linear operator on £ (A ). Furthermore the set 
m j n ] = DJ-JA*") = (x = (xj^ )rx e ^ J A " * ) , X^ = X^ = ... = X^ = 0} 
is a subspace of £jA ), and ||x||^ = ||A x||^ in D£JA ) 
Now let us define 
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(3.1.2) A":DilJA"') ^  il^ , A \ = y = ( A " ' - ^ - A " - ^ ^ ^ , 
It can be shown that A is a linear horaeoraorphism. Hence M^(A ) 
and I are equivalent as topological spaces [9] A and (A ) are 
norm preserving and ||A || =||(A™) || = 1. 
Let i' and fDiJ, (A )l' denote the continuous duals of £ and 
00 •• 0 0 ^ •" 00 
D)l^ (A ), respectively. 
It can be shown that 
T:[D<IJA"')J'*J; 
£, - £,.(^")-' = f 
is linear isometry. So [D2. (A )] is equivalent to l' [9] 
In the same way it can be shown that Dc(A ) and c, Dc (A ) and 
c are equivalent as topological spaces and [Dc(A )J = [Dc (A )] = 2,,, 
where il, = {x = (x, ):E, Ix, I < <»} 
1 k k' k' 
3.2. Dual Spaces of )l (A ) and c(A ). In this section we give Kothe-
Toeplitz duals of ii (A ) and c(A ). Also we show that these spaces are 
not perfect spaces. 
L^mma 3. The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent 
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X , . m - 1 A " ^ - ! I ^ 
a) supj^ lA \ - A Xj^ j^l < oo 
b) i) supj^ k~ |A ~ Xj^ l < oo 
.. V I , m - l 1 / 1 . 1 \ - l . m - l I , ii) supj^ lA Xj^- k(k+l) A Xj^ ^^ l < 00. 
Proof. If we put A x, instead of x, in Lemma 1 of Kizmaz [4], the 
result is immediate. 
Lemma 4. sup. k~ |Ax, | < oo implies sup, k "^ [x, | < oo for all i e N. 
Proof. Let sup, k~'^ |Ax, [ < «>. Then 
\\-\^i\ 1 ^ \^\\ =o(k(i+i)) 
v=l 
and 
From this, we obtain sup, k |x, | < oo. 
Lemma 5. sup, k (A x, | < oo implies sup, k |A x, | < oo 
for all i,m e N and 1 _< i < m. 
Proof. If we put A x instead of Ax in Lemma A, the result is immediate 
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Corollary 1. sup, k~ |A ~ x, | < °° implies sup, k |x | < °°. 
Corollary 2* x e ^^(t^ ) implies sup, k~ |x, j < °°. 
Definitions. [3] Let X be sequence space and define 
x" = {a = (aj^ ):Z \ \ \ \ < °° for all x e X} , 
k 
then X is called Kothe-Toeplitz dual space or the a-dual space of X. 
It is easy to show that-ct) c: X°'. If X C Y, then Y C-X . It is clear 
that X o (x")" = X°'°'. If X = X^" then X is called an a-space. In 
particular, an a-space is called a Kothe space or perfect sequence space. 
Lemma 6. [DiljA'")f = {a = (a^):\ k'^ ja^ j < - } . 
Proof. Let U^= {a = (aj^ ):^ ,^  ^^^\^ ^ °°^ • ^^ ^ ^ ^1' ^^^" 
Zlaj^ xJ ^Zk-^lajCk-^lxJ) < «> 
K. K 
for each x e D£JA'°), by Corollary 2. Hence a e [Dijt^)]^. 
Let a e [DJIJA'")]". Then j^^ Uj^ Xj^ l < <» for each x e D^JA""), 
For the sequence x = (x, ), defined by 
0, k< m 
(3.2.1) x^ 
k , k > m 
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we may wr i t e 
ra 
Ek^ laJ = Z k ' " l a J + S | a j ^ x J < - . 
k k=l k>m. 
This implies a £ U,. 
Lemma 7. [ D A J A " ) ] " = [DCCA"")]". 
Proof. Since DCCA") c DilJA""), [DAJA™)]°'C [DC(A'")]°'. Let 
a e [DC(A'")]°'. Then j^^ iaj^ Xj^ i < <» for each x e DCCA""). If we take the 
sequence x = (x. ), which is defined in (3.2.1) then we have 
m 
Zk'^ la I = Z k^la I + E|a X I < «>. 
k '^  k=l "^  k>^ ^ 
This implies that a e [D£ CA"*)]". 
Lemma 8. i) [£ (A™)]" = [JA(^"')f 
ii) [c(A )] = [Dc(A )] 
Proof, i) Since DilJA'") C ^ A ' " ) , then [lj^'')fci mj^'^)f. Let 
a e [Dil^ CA*")] and x e ^ J ^ ^ ) . From Corollary 2 we have 
Zlax I ^ Ek^-la Kk-^lx I) < 
k "^  k ^ ^ 
Hence a e [ijh^)f. 
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ii) DcCA™) ^  c(A™) implies [C(A'")]"'C [DC(A"')] . Let 
a e [Dc(A )] and x c c(A ). From Corollary 2 we have 
k k 
for X e c(A ) C:l^{^ ). Hence a e [c(A )] and this completes the proof. 
Now we give our main result. 
Theorem 2. Let X stand for ^^ or c. Then 
[XCA™)]" = {a = (a^) : Z k^ l^aj < - } . 
k 
Proof. Proof follows from Lemma 6, Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. 
Corollary 1, [4]. For X = £ or c we have 
[X(A)]°' = {a = (a^):I k|aj < oo} 
k 
Proof. Take m = 1 in Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2. [13] For X = £ or c we ha ve 
[XCA^)]" = (a = (a^):Z k^ laj < »} 
k 
Proof. Take m = 2 in Theorem 2. 
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Theorem 3. Let X stand for l^ or c. Then 
[X(A"')r = {a= (ap:sup k'^UJ < «} 
k 
Proof. Let V^ = [a = (a^) : supj^  k |aj^| < <»}. If a e U2 and 
X e [XCA"")]", then 
Z|a X I = Z k |x |k |a | <Zk k |sup k \a \ 
j ^ k k j ^ K " ^ k '^k ^ 
< 00. 
Hence a e [X(A )] . 
rn OLCL 
Now suppose that a e [X(A )] and a ^ U„. Then we have 
sup k I a, I = 00. 
k ^ 
Hence there is a strictly increasing sequence (k(i)) of positive 
integers k(i) such that 
• \ T-ni [k(i)na^(.)I >i" 
We define the sequence x by 
1-1 
\ - < 
0, k,^k(i), 
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Then we have 
k i ^ '^  i 
Hence x e [XCA'")]"' and Xula.xJ = Zl = <». This is a contradiction to 
a e [XCA*")]"". Hence a e U^. 
If we take m = 2 in Theorem 3 then we obtain the following corollary; 
iCorollary 1. [13]. For X = £^ or c we have 
imh]'^ = {a = (a^):sup k'^ laj^ l < oo} . 
k 
(Corollary 2. The sequence spaces ^^(^ ) and c(A ) are not perfect, 
froof is trivial. 
3.3. hfetrix Transformations. In this soction we characterize some matrix 
classes. Let each of G and H denote one of the sequence spaces i 
and c, and let us consider G(A ) and H(A ), where for instance 
G(A ) = (x = (x, ):A X e G . We denote the set of all matrices from 
sequence space X to sequence space Y by (X,Y). 
Theorem 4. A = (a^ j^ ) e CG.HCA"")) if and only if 
i) E, |a , I < oo, for each n e N 
•^ k I n k 
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ii) C e (G,H) 
where C = (c^ ,^) = ( A - \ ^ - A^l a^^^ ^ ^ ) , 
Proof. Sufficiency is trivial. 
Necessity; Suppose that A = (a , ) maps G into H(A ). Then the series 
k 
is convergent for each n and for all x e G, and (A (x)) e H(A ). Since 
G = £^  for G = il^  or c, then we get (i). Furthermore, since 
(A (x)) e HCA"") we have 
A \ ( X ) = I ^\^x^ = E c^^x^ = C^(x) 
for all X e G. Therefore (C (x)) e H. Hence C e (G,H). This completes 
the proof. 
Finally we can give the following corollaries. 
Corollary 1. [4]. A = (a^ j^ ) e (G,H(A)) if and only if 
i) Z, |a , I < oo, for each n e N, 
ii) C e (G.H) 
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where C = ( c , ) = (a, - a , , ) . 
^ nk' ^ nk n+l,k 
Proof, Take m = 1 in Theorem 4 
Corollary 2. [15] A = (a^ j^^ ) e (G,H(A^)) if and only if 
i) Z, |a , I < oo, for each n e N, 
ii) C z (G,H) 
where C = (c^^) = (Aa^^ - Aa^^^ ^j^ ) 
Piroof. Take m = 2 in Theorem 4. 
CHAPTER - 4 
THE CONTINUOUS DUALS OF THE SPACES FOR 
EXPONENTIALLY BOUNDED SEQUENCES 
4.1 . Introduction. This chapter contains the continuous duals of the 
spaces of A-strongly null and A-strongly convergent sequences for non-
decreasing exponentially bounded sequences A of positive rea ls tending 
to inf in i ty studied by Malkowsky [12]. This i s a pa r t i a l solution of the 
problem posed by Moricz in [15]. 
We shall write w for the set of all complex sequences x = (x), _ , 
c and £ for the sets of all null and bounded sequences. Let e and 
0 00 
e (n = 0,1,...) be the sequences such that e, = 1 (k = 0,1,...) and 
e^"^ = 1, e["-^ = 0 (k 9^  n). For any subset X of w, the sets 
11 iC 
X" = {a e (JO: Z |aj^ Xj^ | < «> for all x £ X} 
k=o 
and 
00 
X = {a e w: Z a, x, converges for all x £ X} 
k=o 
are called the a-and S-duals of X. The continuous duals of a normed 
space X is denoted by X . 
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Given any infinite matrix A = (a , ) ,_ of complex numbers and 
any sequence x in cj, we shall write 
A (x) = E a ,x, (n = 0,1,...) provided the series converge, and 
k=o nk k 
A(^ 0 = ^'n^-K-o-
If x is a sequence, we put jx| = ()x, |), . 
4-2. The spaces a)„(A) and w (A) and their duals. Let A = (X ) be a 0 oo ^ n n=o 
nondecreasing sequence of positive reals tending to infinity. If 
(n(^))^_ is a sequence of integers such that 0 = n(0) < n(l) < n(2) 
we denote the set of all integers k that satisfy the condition 
n(\>) £ k £^  n(\>+l)-l, by K , and we shall write Y.. and max for 
the sum and maximum taken over all k in K <\;> 
00 ^ "^  . 00 
We define the matrices B = (b , ) , and B = (b „ J . , by 
^ nk n,k=o ^ \;k y,k=o 
J- (0 £ k < n) 
n 
0 (k > n) 
Finally, we define the sets 
1 
n(V+l) 
and b,, = ( Vk ^ 
(k e K<^") 
(k i K<^"). 
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w^CA) = {x e (JO:B(|X|) e c^}, wjA) = {x e a):B(|x|) e Ij 
w (A) = {x e u):B(|x|) e ij and wJA) = {x e aj:B(|x|) e i j . 
00 
A sequence (M ) _ of reals will be called exponentially bounded 
if there is an integer M ^  2 such that for all integers v there is at 
least one y in the interval I = fm ,m ). 
00 
Lenuiia 1. A nondecreasing sequence (U ) _ of positive reals is exponen-
tially bounded if and only if the following condition holds: 
(I) There are reals s ^  t in the open unit interval such that for 
00 
some subsequence (y CyjOy)-
s < ^i^) < t for all v=0,l,... 
%(v+l) 
00 
Proof. We assume the sequence (y ) _ to be exponentially bounded. For 
each a = 0,1,..., let n(a) be the smallest integer such that 
y , . e 1^°\ We put s = -^ and t = -. Then 0 < s < t < 1, and for 
n(a) m *^  3 m — 
^ ^ m 
00 00 OO 
the subsequence (u„(^))^o = ^^(2a)>n=o °^ ^^n)n=o' ^ ^ ^ ^^^ 
y , X u /^ < 2a+l 20 U_ o_< ^ 0 1
ra 
s = 
m2^+3 - U„(^^i) U,(2a+2) " m^^^^ 
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oo 
Conversely, let condition (I) hold for some subsequence (p , .) of 
00 oo 
the sequence (U ) . Since the sequence (u ) is nondecreasing, 
^ ^ n n=o n n=o '^  
1/t > 1 and u , . > — U / , , u tends to infinity. Thus there is an 
n(v) - V n(o) n -' 
an integer u > 1. We choose an integer v such that y . , . > y 
^ ^HQ - ^ 0 n(Vo) - "^ n^  
and an integer m > max{l/s,y , . } . Then u e l . Further for each 
n(Vo; no m 
integer v >^  1, we may determine the largest integer n = n such that 
y < m . There is a unique integer v such that n e K " , and we have 
V ^ ^ ^ 1 V v+1 , , TCV) 
m < y , < u , ,.< — y , , / m m = m , hence A ., e I . 
- ^n+1 — *^ n(v +1) — s n(v ) ^  n+1 ra 
^ n ' n 
If A is a nondecreasing exponentially bounded sequence of positive 
reals A , then we can always determine a subsequence (^ nC j")^  >=o ^^^^ 
that condition (I) holds; the sequence (X , .) will be referred to 
^ ^ ' ^ n(v) v=o 
an associated subsequence. 
as 
00 
Theorem l . r i21 Let h = (X ) be a nondecreasing exponentially bounded 
n n=o 
00 
sequence of positive reals, and (A /-^ \)y_ as an associated subsequence. 
(a) Then w (A) = w (A) and w„(A) = w^(A). 
(b) We put 
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I U I I / \ = | | B ( | x | ) | | ^ = sup (^ Zjx^l) and 
v>o n(v+l) 
11^111= l | B C | x | ) | | ^ = s u p ({- I | x j ) . 
n^ p n k=o 
Then ll'lL and II'IL are equivalent norms on each O) (A) and 'J^ oo(A)' 
(c) Both w^(A) and w„(A) are BK spaces. Further o) (A) has AK 
[17, p.55, and Definition 4.2.13, p.59 for BK space and AK property]. 
(d) We put 
M(A) = {a e CO: E A , ,. max la, I < °°} . 
n(v+l) v' k' 
v=o 
Then 
((.^(A))" = ((O^ CA))^  = (wjA))" = (wJA))^ = M(A), 
(e) The continuous dual (to (A))* of U) (A) is norm isomorphic to M(A), 
In particular, g e (o) (A))* if and only if there is a sequence 
b = (b )°° e M(A) such that 
^ n n=o ^ 
CX) 
8(y) = 2 \y^ (y £ W^CA)). 
n=o 
Proof, (a) From 
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1 1 n(v+l) 
n(v+l) n(v+l) k=o ^ ' 
we conclude co^(A) CToj^(A) and to (A) C w (A). 
Conversely, let x e w (A) and e > 0 be given. Then there is a nonnegative 
integer v such that for all v > v , we have 
* o — o' 
B^(|x|) < e. 
Since \ , -c*- °°Cv -^  °°)i we can choose an integer v, > v such that for all v>v, 
n(^ v; 1 o — 1 
1 "K-D, , 
E X. < e. 
^n(v) k=o "^  
Let n >^  n(v,). Then there is v(ra) >^  v, such that n e K and 
n n(vo)-l T v(m) 
" V k=o ^ n(v(ra)) k=o "^  n(v(m)) V=Vo 
< , , ^ (v(Hllill ^ ^ Vv.l)Vl^l) 
^ nCv(m)) •\(v(ra)+l) v=Vo "^ ''^ ^^  ^ 
1 ''J'") ,v(m)-v ^  ,, I K 
<e + e - Z t ^  ^  <£ (1 +33^-). 
This proves u) (A) c '^ (A). 
X) 
00 
The inclusion w (A) C w (A) is shown in a similar way. 
(b) Part (b) follows from part (a) and the fact that (JO^(A) C H^jo^ ^^ ' 
(c) Part (c) follows from Proposition 2 in [10]. 
(d) Part (d) follows from Theorem 2 in [10] 
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(e) Part (e) follows from parts (a), (b), (c) and Theorem 4.2.9 
[17, p.107]. 
Exsnple 1. (a) Let X = 2 (n = 0,1,...). Then we may choose (A ) _ 
^n 1 itself as an associated subsequence, -r = -r- (n = 0,1,,..), and by 
A 2 
n+1 
Theorem 1 (a), 
0) (A) = (x e 0):^ ; Ix I ->- 0 (n ^  oo)} = (x e urx = o(X )}. 0^  A ' n' ^ n ^ n 
n+1 
Similarly, o) (A) = {x e torx = 0(A )}. 
-^  °° n n 
(b) Let a > 0, X = 1 and A = n (n > 1). Then we may choose (A„,,) 
^ o n ^ — "^  •' ^ 2^ v=o 
as an associated subsequence, -^ = — (v = 0,1,...), and by Theorem 1(a), 
2V+I 2°' 
. 2^+1-1 
''o^'^ = ^^ ^  ''••-^ l^^ | x j . 0 ( v ^ « > ) } . 
0, (c) Let a > 0 ; A = A , = 1 and A = ( loe„ n) . Then we may choose 0 1 n °2 
00 
(X /OYJN) as an associated subsequence. 
„(2^) v=o 
4.3. 'ffef spaces c (A) and c(A) and their continuous duals. For any subset 
00 
X of (jj and for any matrix C = (c , ) , we write 
•' ^ nk n,k=o, 
X„ = {x E a3:C(x) e X}. 
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Now let A = (a , ) , be the matrix where 
nk n,k=o 
-X 1 (k = n - 1) 
n-1 ^ ' 
n^k = < n^ '^^  = ") 
0 (otherwise) (n = 0,1,...) where \ = 0. 
We put 
c (A) = (oj (A))..c(A) = {x e aj:x-£e e c (A) for some i e C), 
cjA) = (U)JA))A [15]; 
c (A) = (w (A))., c(A) = {x e w:x-£e e c (A) for some i e C) emu 
The set c(A) is a Banach space with respect to ||x[| = ||A(X)|| [15,Th.l], 
Lemma 2. For every x e c(A), the number i = £(x) for which x-le e c (A) 
is uniquely determined. We put c(A)-lim x = i and call i the strong 
c(A)-limit of the sequence x. Thus 
2,(X) = c(A) - lim X Cx £ c(A)) 
defines a map £:c(A) -> C, and we have I e (c(A))*. 
Proof. Let x e c(A) and x-£e, x-£'e e c (A) for some £,£' e C. 
Given e > 0 there is an integer n such that 
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B^(|A(X - £e)|) < e/2 and B^([ACx - £'e)|)< e/2. 
Then 
l^ -^ 'l 1B^(|ACJI-Jl')e)|) < B^(|A(x-Jle)|) + B^(|A(X - il'e)|) < e. 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, I = i \ Obviously S,:c(A) -> C is linear 
Let x^"^ -^  X in c(A) and il^ ™^  = ^(x^'"^, I = !i(x); let e > 0 be 
given. Since x ' ^  x in c(A), there is an integer ra such that 
o 
,('") „ll _ ..,„ D /lA/^(n>) 
- XI I = sup B ( | A ( X ^ ^ - X ) j) < e/3 for all m >; m . 
n 
Le;t ra > ra . Then there is an integer n = n(m) such that 
— o o \ / 
B^dACx^™^ - ii^™^e)|) < e/3 and B^( |A(x-£e) |) < e/3. 
Thus 
l^ ^^ -^^ l < B^(!Aa^'")-£)e)|) < B^(|A(x('")-£('")e)|)+ 
+ ||x^'"^-x|| + B^(|A(x-£e)|) < e. 
This shows that i is continuous. 
oo 
Ilieorem 2. I>et A = (A ) be a nondecreasine exponentially bounded 
^ n n=o o r 
oo 
sequence of positive r ea l s , and (^ / \ ) _ r^i associated subsequence, 
(a) Then c„(A) = c^(A), c(A) = c(A) and cJA) = c J A ) . 
63 : 
(b) We put 
Ilxll = !|A(X)M^ and ||x|r= \\A(X)\\\. 
Then ||.|| and ||.|| are equivalent norms on c (A), c(A) and c (A). 
(c) Each of the spaces c (A), c(A) and c^(A) is a BK space. Further 
c (A) has AK, and every x £ c(A) has a unique representation 
(4.3.1) X = le + I (x - i)e^^ where I = c(A)-lim x. 
k=o '^  
(The representation (4.3.1) can be deduced from Theorem 2 in [15]; 
but here an independent proof is given). 
Proof. Part (a) is obvious from Theorem 1 (a) and the definition of the 
sets involved. 
(b) Since both ||.|| and ||.|| are obviously defined on c(A), the 
equivalence of the norms ||.|| and ' | .|| is an immediate consequence of 
Tlieorera 1 (b). 
(c) Since oj (A) and w (A) are BK spaces by Theorem 1 (c), and A is 
one-to-one on O), c (A) and c (A) are BK spaces [17, Th. 4.3.2, p.61]. 
Further c(A) is a BK space by Theorem 1 in [15]. 
Let x £ c (A) and £ > 0 be given. Then there is a positive integer m^ 
such that 
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B^(|A(x)|) < e/2 for all n ^ m . 
Let m > m and put x"^  = L x, e . Then 
— o ^ k:=o k 
Ixf^ J-xll =supB^(|A(xf'"Lx)|) 
n 
n>m+l n n k=ra+2 
- I V l l "^  ^"P V l A ( x ) | ) < |B (A(x))| + e/2 
n>ra+l 
< B^_^j(|A(x)|) + e/2 < e. 
00 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) X = Z Xj^e^'^^ 
k=o 
and the representation in (4.3.2) obviously is unique. This shows that 
c (A) has AK. 
o ^ 
Finally let x e c(A). Then there is a unique complex number i such that 
X - £e e c (A) (Lemma 2), and by (4.3.2) 
X - £e = I (x^- i)e^^\ 
k=o 
and (4.3.1) i s an inmsdiate consequence. 
65 : 
00 
Theorem 3. Let A = (^ j-)^ _^  be a nondecreasing exponentially bounded 
00 
sequence of positive reals, and (A , .) _ an associated subsequence. 
(a) Then f e (c (A))*, if and only if there are a complex number b 
o 0 
CO 
and a sequence a = (a ) with 
^ ^ n^n=o 
"-1 \ 00 
(4.3.3) (b - I Y^)„ ^ £ M(A), 
° k=o \ "-° 
such that 
(4.3.4) f(x) = Z a X for all x e c (A). 
' ^ ' n n 0 
n=o 
(b) Then f e (c(A))*, if and only if there are complex numbers c and 
00 
b and a sequence a = (a ) with condition (4.3.3) such that 
o ^ ^ n n=o ^ ^ 
oo 
(4.3.5) f(x) = (c(A)-lira x)c + S a x for all x e c(A). 
n=o 
Piroof. (a) Let f e (c (A))* be given. Then there is g £ (w (A))* 
such that f = g o A [17, Th. 4.4.2, p.66], and by Theorem 1 (d) and (e), 
00 
there is a sequence b = (b ) _ e M(A) such that 
(4.3.6) g(y) = I b^y^ (y e a)^(A)). 
n=o 
00 (k) 
We put a = A (b -b ,) (n = 0,1,...). Let x e c (A). Then x = \ _ ^ \ e 
n n n n+i o K-O K 
by Theorem 2 (c), and 
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00 OO OO 
f (x ) = Z x^ f ( e ( " ) )= Z x^g(A(e(")))= S x^g (Xje^" ) - e^"^!) = 
n=o n=o n=o 
00 
= Z x X ( b - b - ) = Z a x , 
n n^ n n+1 n n 
n=o n=o 
00 
and the sequence a = (a ) s a t i s f i e s condition (^ .3 .3) , since 
n n=o 
(4.3.7) b^ = V ^ r (" = 0.1,...), 
k=o K 
and b e M(A). 
00 
Conversely, let b e C and a = (a ) be a sequence that satisfies 
•' 0 ^ n'n=o ^ 
00 
condition (4.3.3). We define the sequence b = (b ) _ by (4.3.7). 
Then b e M(A), and by Theorem 2 (c), g defined in (4.3.6) is in (o) (A))*. 
Further g o A e (c (A))* [17, Th. 4.4.2, p.66]. Thus for all 
v*° (k) /.N X = Z X, e^ ^ e c (A), 
n=o k o^ ' 
00 00 00 
Z a x^ = Z X ( b ^ - b ,)x = Z X g(A(e^"0) = 8(A(x)). 
n n n n n+i n n 
n=o n=o n=o 
(b) Let f e (c(A))* and x e c(A). Then by (4.3.1) 
(4.3.8) X = Jle + Z (x - i) e^^^ where I = c(A) - lim x, 
n=o 
and consequently 
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(4„3.9) f(x) = £f(e) + f(x - He). 
By part (a), there is a complex number b and a sequence 
(a ) such that condition (4.3.3) holds, and-
n n=o 
f(x - He) = Z a (x - Z). 
n=o 
Again we define the sequence b by (4.3.7). Since e e ^oJ^^) and 
b e M(A) = (a)^ (A)). By Theorem 1 (d), the series 
00 00 
Z b A (e) = E b (X - X J 
n n^  ^ n n n-1 n=o n=o 
converges . For every in teger m, we have 
m m m 
la = Z X ( b - b J = E b ( X - X J - X b^ 
n n^ n n+1 n^ n n-V m m+1 
n=o n=o n=o 
Since b £ M(A) obviously impl ies lim,,,.^ ^mV+l " ^ ' "^ conclude 
E a = Z b A ( e ) , 
n n n^ 
n=o n=o 
The convergence of E a (x - Jl) and E„ ^  a implies that of 
^ n=o n^  n n=o n 
I°° a x . Putting c = f(e) - Z°° a , we have, by (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) 
n=o n n * ^ n=o n 
00 OO 00 OO 
f(x) = U{e) + I a^(x^- I) = £(f(e) - I a^)+ Z a^x^ 
n=o 
= £c + Z a x . 
n n 
n=o n=o n=o 
68 
oo 
Conversely, let c, b e C and a = (a ) be a sequence that satis-
•' ' o n n=o ^ 
fies condition (4.3.3). By part (a) 
fj(x) = Z aj^ Xj^  (x e c^(A)) 
k=o 
defines an element of (c (A))*. Let x e c(A). Then x - il(x) e c (A) 
where £(x) = c(A) - lim x, and I e (c(A))* by Lemma 2. Again the 
00 00 
series Z a and Z a x both converge. Thus 
n=o n n=o n n ° 
iJx) = E a X = Z(x) Z a + f,(x-Jl(x)e) 2'^ nn n l ^ 
n=o n=o 
defines an element of (c(A))* and f = Jlc + f2 e (c(A))*. 
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